Deck-A-New™
Rejuvenates Wood & Concrete
Premium Textured Resurfacer

RESIN: 100% Acrylic

COLOR: Factory colors
9560 Driftwood
9561 Butternut
9562 Cedar
9563 Walnut
9564 Redwood
9520 WTB 9521 ITB 9522 ATB
Tint Bases for custom color match

GLOSS: Flat

SOLIDS BY WEIGHT: 60.0%

SOLIDS BY VOLUME: 40.95%

VISCOSITY: 135 KU@75F

WEIGHT PER GAL: 13.12 lbs

FLASH POINT: none

RECOMMENDED COVERAGE:
per gallon
120-160 sq. feet per coat
80 sq. ft. in two coats

DRYING TIME@75F&50%RH:
To touch: 1 to 4 hour
To recoat: 4 to 6 hours
Foot traffic: 12 hours
Vehicle traffic: 3 to 5 days

9500 Series
AVAILABLE SIZES
1 GALLON CANS
5 GALLON PAILS
USES, FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Anvil Deck-A-New Wood & Concrete Textured Resurfacer is a eco-friendly rejuvenator coating for weathered or damaged wood and concrete surfaces. Deck-A-New’s beautiful textured solid color finish repairs, structurally sound, wooden and composite decks, concrete patios, walkways steps and porches while offering maximum protections to preserve the surface for years. The coating encapsulates splinters and fills cracks delivering a beautiful slip resistant finish that is scuff, peel and chip resistant. Protect both interior/ exterior vertical/horizontal wood and concrete surfaces with lasting durability. Easy clean up with soap and water

DIRECTIONS FOR USE AND SURFACE PREPARATION:
Concrete Surfaces
Remove all dirt, efflorescence, grease, oil, waxes, silicone products, and other foreign material that would interfere with the adhesion of Deck-A-New. Glossy painted surfaces must be de-glossed to allow for better adhesion. Clean the de-glossing dust from the surface with a damp cloth. Patch and repair concrete surfaces with a high quality patch mix, which is labeled paintable. Un-coated smooth steel-toewed concrete floors (floors with no porosity) must be totally cured, and cleaned with Anvil Clean & Etch #1450. To further insure maximum adhesion and durability of Deck-A-New, concrete should be primed with Anvil GripTite Bonding Primer #1750.

Wooden Surfaces
Replace rotted or unstable decking boards and remove all loose splinters. Clean the surface to remove mildew, dirt, and oil prior to application. Patch cracks larger then 1/4” with Anvil Textured Knife Grade Elastomeric Caulking #1214. Level all nail or screw heads. For extremely weather damaged wood prime with Anvil Bonding Primer AquaSeal #235.

Deck-A-New APPLICATION:
For best results, must apply two coats by brush or roller. For normal aged wood, composite or concrete decks use a synthetic roller with a 3/8 inch nap. For extremely weathered, cracked and damaged wood decks, apply with a nylon-loop textured roller. Apply product at a rate of 120 to 160 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on porosity (60-80 sq.ft. in two coats). Work in areas of 8’x10’ floor surface. Evenly distribute by roller, working in a slow back and forth motion. Then finish by lightly rolling in one direction. The second coat should be applied at right angles to the first coat. If relative humidity is high (80% or higher), allow an extra period of drying time between coats. Do not dilute, apply if the threat of rain is imminent or if the air/surface temperature is expected to be below 50 degrees F within the first 24 hours of application. Drying time is 4 hours before the second coat is applied. 24 hours for light foot traffic; 3-5 days for vehicular traffic. Allow 14 days for a full cure before allowing vehicles to park on Deck-A-New. For increased cleanability, and chemical/solvent resistance, and a satin finish, top coat with two coats of Anvil ‘Wet Look’ Super Clear Sealer #2350.

CLEAN UP:
Roller covers with soap and water. Dried Deck-A-New will be difficult to remove from any surface.

WARNING! If you scrape, sand, or remove old paint, you may release lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. EXPOSURE TO LEAD DUST CAN CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS, SUCH AS BRAIN DAMAGE. ESPECIALLY IN CHILDREN. PREGNANT WOMEN SHOULD ALSO AVOID EXPOSURE. Wear an NIOSH-approved respirator to control lead exposure. Clean up carefully with a HEPA vacuum and a wet wet. Before you start, find out how to protect yourself and your family by contacting the National Lead Information Hotline at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead. WARNING! This product contains chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.

WARNING! IRRITANT! HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED, WHEN TINTED, CONTAINS ETHYLENE GLYCOL WHICH CAN CAUSE SEVERE KIDNEY DAMAGE WHEN INGESTED AND HAS BEEN SHOWN TO CAUSE BIRTH DEFECTS IN LABORATORY ANIMALS. MAY CAUSE EYE, NOSE AND THROAT IRRITATION. AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND EYES AND AVOID BREATHING OF VAPORS AND SPRAY MIST. WEAR EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. USE ONLY WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. To avoid breathing vapors and spray mist, open windows and doors or use other means to ensure fresh air entry during application and drying. If you experience eye watering, headaches or dizziness, increase fresh air. If properly used, a respirator (NIOSH approved for organic vapor with P series particulate pre-filter) may offer additional protection; obtain professional advice before using. A dust mask does not provide protection against vapors. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Wash thoroughly after handling. Close container after each use. FIRST AID; if you experience difficulty in breathing, leave the area to obtain fresh air. If continued difficulty is experienced, get medical attention immediately. In case of eye contact, flush immediately with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes and get medical attention; for skin, wash thoroughly with soap and water. If swallowed, get medical attention immediately. CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY. CLOSE CONTAINER AFTER EACH USE. USE WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION. USE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING TO AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND EYES. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN. KEEP FROM FREEZING

100% ACRYLIC DURABILITY
LOCKS DOWN SPLINTERS AND FILLS CRACKS UP TO 1/4 INCH
SOILD COLOR SLIP-RESISTANT
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
SAVE $1,000’s OVER WOOD DECK REPLACEMENT COSTS
GREAT FOR POOL DECKS
CRACK AND PEELING RESISTANT
EASY APPLICTION
SOAP AND WATER CLEAN UP